Contacts for Horses via Liege, Belgium  
Alison Jennifer Smith Tel Office 0032 4 234 8762 , Mobile 0032 476 773767  
Manfred Laufs Tel Office 0032 4 234 8758 , Mobile 0032 474 988 982

Dear Ladies and Gents,

Please find below all general information’s regarding Import, Custom Clearing and Hometransport of Icelandic horses at Liege Airport Horsefarm:

**Flight:**

We have around 40 horseflights per year that vary seasonally and are not guaranteed and need to be reconfirmed from Icelandair Cargo and Logistics.

**Horse Pickup:**

Possible through Consignee or mandated Horse Transport Company. Person in charge of pickup must bring 1 rope for each horse and is responsible for guiding/loading the horse from stall into transport vehicle. Liege Horsefarm does not supply any ropes.

Each transport vehicle must be clean and in a good technical condition. The veterinary authorities are doing spotchecks and can refuse loading if defect or dirty vehicles.

It is forbidden to take any other animals into the Horsefarm. They must stay in the car.

**Custom Clearing into EU (not Swiss or outside EU Countries):**

You have 3 Possibilities:

A) **Custom Clearing at arrival directly at LGG Airport through Icelandair Logistics** – then taking the horse(s) home directly - custom released.

Cost custom clearing Liege:

Payable cash at time of pickup, no creditcard or EC Maestrocard is accepted.  
Custom Clearing into EU: Euro 130,00 per shipment/AWB  
Veterinary Check into EU: Euro 150,00e per horse  
Handling: Euro 20,00e per Horse  
Release Note/Alfa Fee local Import Euro 80,00 per AWB  
Operator Fee Euro 75,00 per AWB  
Administration incl. Import licence Euro 50,00 per AWB  
Inbound VAT 21% (of Total Exporter Invoice + local cost LGG ) on all costs  
=1.Horse 505,00e, 2 Horses 675,00e, 3 Horses 845,00e etc, as long as on 1 AWB.  
Plus Inbound VAT as per Customs Outlays.
B) Transit on T1 Transitdocument to your local home customs office.necessary request and confirmation has to be done in advance.

Cost at Liege:

T1 Transitdocument Euro 75,00e  
Veterinary Check: Euro 150,00e per Horse (Switzerland 170,00e per Horse)  
Handling Euro 20,00e per Horse  
Release Note/Alfa Fee Transit Euro 20,00e per AWB  
Operator Fee Euro 75,00 per AWB  
Administration incl.Import licence Euro 50,00e per AWB  
Total Euro 390,00e 1.Horse per AWB + Euro 150,00e for each further Horse on same AWB  
= 1.Horse 390,00e (Swiss 410,00e) , 2 Horses 560,00e (Swiss 600,00e) , 3 Horses 730,00e (Swiss 790,00e) etc, as long as on 1 AWB.

C) Customs Fiscal Representation on your Farm’s own VAT No.  
That means you do not pay VAT ipfront at arrival, The VAT will be accounted on your VAT number via your quarterly/yearly Taxes declaration.  
( this is not possible for Swiss or Norwegian horses – only EU Horses )  
ATTENTION AS FROM 1st JANUARY 2017 YOU WILL ALSO NEED AN EORI NUMBER FOR THIS OPTION. YOU ALSO NEED TO BE SURE YOU DON’T HAVE ANY BELGIAN ACCOUNT NUMBER.

Cost at Liege:

Fiscal Customs Representation: Euro 230,00  
Veterinary Check: Euro 150,00e per Horse  
Handling Euro 20,00e per Horse  
Release Note/Alfa Fee Transit Euro 80,00e per AWB  
Operator Fee Euro 75,00 per AWB  
Administration incl.Import licence Euro 50,00e per AWB  
Total Euro 605,00e 1.Horse per AWB + Euro 170,00e for each additionnal horse on same AWB  
= 1.Horse 605,00e , 2 Horses 775,00e, 3 Horses 945,00e etc.

We need prior to Pickup:

a) Truck or Trailer Registration  
b) Name of Person in Charge of Pickup  
c) The written confirmation of your choice for custom clearing at LGG or Transit Document and Clearing elsewhere, or Fiscal Repr.  
d) Mobil Tel number of Driver
Arrival to the Airport:

Taking the Highway E42 Luettich - Namur, take first Exit after Liege Highway Cross (Liege Airport Sign – TTS Logistics Centre to the right).
1. Turnaround (after 400m) - straight through
2. Turnaround (another 500m, Hotel Parkinn) – straight through
3. Turnaround (another 400m) – straight through
4. Turnaround (another 100m) – straight through
5. Turnaround (another 400m, approx 300m before Air Tower) take first Exit to the right and after 200m sharp curve right, then just on the left side you arrive To the Fly’in Farm. Parking on the left side of Building before the Big Steeldoor.

Address:
The Fly’in Farm
Building 48
Cargo Area South
Aeroport Liege
B-4460 Grace Hollogne

Our Operator will be on site to arrange all Customs and Veterinary Matters for you. For more Information please don’t hesitate to contact us under 0032 4 2348762 or 8758
We wish you a safe arrival at Liege.

Icelandair Logistics
Team Liege.